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	Art or science?Which of these is the right way to think of the field of visualization?

	This is not an easy question to answer, even for those who have many years of

	experience in making graphical depictions of data with a view to helping people

	understand them and take action. When we look at beautiful hand-drawn pictures

	of data, carefully composed by talented individuals, we are drawn to the artistic

	side. In some ways those charts are discouraging; their artistic elegance implies that

	the creation of good visualizations is not an option for most of us. There are books

	that provide rules and advice on how to draw graphs. Some give general advice,

	suggesting that such and such is good, but this other is bad. Others give specific

	advice such as requiring all charts to have a title or all axes to go to zero, but these

	are often tied to specific visualizations and so are not general enough to qualify as

	scientific principles. They are valuable for describing existing visualizations, but not

	general enough to provide guidance for future visualizations. If you are designing

	something new, advice on a bar chart is not especially helpful.





	In this book I want to bridge the gap and not simply give rules and advice but

	base these on general principles and provide a clear path between them, so that the

	rules and guidance fall into place naturally, due to knowledge of those principles. In

	terms of the art/science split, I want to advance the scientific component. There are

	excellent books describing artistically superb plots; however, my goal is not simply

	to be descriptive, but to be prescriptive – to allow people to start with a goal in mind

	and design a visualization that fulfills that goal clearly, truthfully, and actionably.

	Because I have an essentially scientific direction in mind, I will concentrate on

	reproducibility. A chart that is wonderful for exactly one data set is of little interest.

	It can be appreciated and enjoyed, but the important question must always be:What

	can I learn from this graphic that I can apply to other data? With this in mind, the

	examples in this book have been chosen to be realistic rather than exemplary. I have

	made a definite attempt not to choose data that make a picture look good, but rather

	to choose data for which a chart should be applicable. If the result is not perfect, I

	prefer to present imperfection and explore remedies rather than look for a different

	data source.
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Sonography in Obstetrics & Gynecology: Principles and PracticeMcGraw-Hill, 2001

	Current for today's physician, the new sixth edition features more than 2000 superperbly reproduced illustrations covering the spectrum of disorders and conditions seen in gynecologic and maternal-fetal care. Check out these areas of exciting NEW coverage:

	

	Screening in early pregnancy: ultrasound of nuchal translucency...
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Bids, Tenders, & Proposals: Winning Business Through Best PracticeKogan Page, 2003
Acknowledged expert Harold Lewis, who has written over 200 successful tenders and proposals, offers “best-practice” advice to help you compete successfully for new work. He covers every step in the process of tendering, including:

	bidding for public sector contracts;
	the EU procurement framework;

...
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Computer Sciences: Macmillan Science LibraryMacmillan Technical, 2002

	The science of computing has come a long way since the late 1930s, when

	John Vincent Atanasoff and Clifford Berry began work on the first electronic

	digital computer. One marvels to see how the science has advanced

	from the days of Charles Babbage, who developed the Difference Engine

	in the 1820s, and, later proposed the...
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Database Archiving: How to Keep Lots of Data for a Very Long Time (The MK/OMG Press)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
This book is about archiving database data. It is not a general purpose book about archiving. It is also not a book about archiving any or all kinds of data. It is about archiving data in traditional IT databases (e.g., relational databases, hierarchical databases, and structured data in computer files). Examples of source data for archiving are...
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Feedback Systems: An Introduction for Scientists and EngineersPrinceton Press, 2008

	This book provides an introduction to the mathematics needed to model, analyze, and design feedback systems. It is an ideal textbook for undergraduate and graduate students, and is indispensable for researchers seeking a self-contained reference on control theory. Unlike most books on the subject, Feedback Systems develops transfer...
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Modern Techniques and Solvents for the Extraction of Microbial Oils (SpringerBriefs in Molecular Science)Springer, 2015

	A valuable reference presenting many processes that facilitate lipid extraction from micro-organisms. Amongst the techniques included are Folch, Bligh and Dyer methods, and the Soxhlet technique as well as intensified green processes (ultrasound, microwave, supercritical fluid extraction, agro-solvent, accelerated solvent extraction,...
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